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VA-modules   

Connecting motorised valves  
to our Distribution Boxes  
 

While using multi zones in a Central Heating system with separate thermostats, motor driven 
valves are used to open/close the specific group. Connecting all the required wires with the 
products in the market today is a lot of work and doesn’t look professional at all.  
With the ELTIM Distribution Boxes, wiring becomes most professional, fast, dust and moisture free, 
etc. Due to the logical setup, wiring errors and/or 
failures will be rare. 
 

The unnecessary difficult explanation coming with f.e. the 
HONEYWELL 2-groups package brings you to madness.  
An amazing bundle of wires, cheap wall socket power 
supplies, bad connectors, etc. are used while wiring them 
as HONEYWELL recommends, see picture right: 
Just with two groups it looks bad already while the 
schematics is most simple: 
                        

 
 
So how do you think this looks with 3 groups or more?  At least bad, cheap, and sensitive to errors over time. 
 
We developed some PCB’s  in  IP65 wall mounted boxes where you can hook up several zones by means of 
valve and/or pump modules (except CB1 and CB2 where connected directly), each feeding a motorised valve, 
a pump/fan or valve AND pump/fan.  
 
The PCB inside the box makes all the required connections and is also equipped with a suitable 24Vac safety 
transformer (except CB1, trafo external) to feed the valve motors. We calculated 6VA per group as f.e. the 
well-known Honeywell valves ask. 
 
With these VA-modules you simply connect the 6 wires of the valves and stack mount the module to the main 
PCB. Throw away the standard delivered in-wall adaptor and very cheap connectors delivered with the valve…. 
  
Cut all the connectors from the valve cables and connect them to our box instead. The wire functions are 
marked on our PCB. Every wire has its own connection, so no bad connectors, multiple in wall power supplies 
or loose wires due to multiple wires in one connection.  
 
We use plain electronics, no difficult programming, etc. 
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VA-modules FUNCTION:  

 If the thermostat (to be set in ON/OFF mode) is switching on, the VA-module will activate the valve 
connected to the corresponding zone by a relay. At the same time this relay activates a visible LED.  
 

 LED function:       RED > valve closed            ORANGE > valve travelling             GREEN > valve open 
 

 

 As long as one or more of the valves are OPEN, the lines to the heating system are connected by one 
or more “open” relays on the VA-modules. This relay switch only makes contact if the valve is full 
open. 
 

 The warm water is then fed to a single or multiple zones, depending on the valves opened at that 
moment. 

 
 

 If a certain group reaches the temperature set, its corresponding thermostat + VA relay closes the 
valve. 
 

 Only if ALL zones are closing or closed, the heating system comes to rest. Heating shuts down before 
all closed! 

 
 

 In certain cases, a pump (PU-module required as well) is following the valve. In that case you can 
decide whether the heating is activated immediately (jumper placed) or via a controlling device on the 
corresponding Pump module (jumper removed). In this case the heating process will NOT start if the 
fuse on the PU-module is blown and so the pump not running. Doing so, with a failing pump the 
system won’t start. We recommend this setting. 

 
Valve types 
There are several motorised valves in the market.  
Very common is the HONEYWELL VC8615, used for zone activating (schematics at first page. 
This valve package is available for Ø22mm pipe and for ¾” wire (inside). 

Also well know are the HONEYWELL MT4 and MT8 valves, to be positioned directly on a radiator or 
on a floor heating distribution set. 
There are many more valves available. You can use them as well as long as they run on 24Vac power 
and have a potential free N.O./N.C. contact. Take max. power consumption in mind! 
  
Connecting 
Wiring a valve to our VA-modules can be done very easy. With the logical 
setup, wiring failures are shown immediately.  
All cables can be mounted in a professional way, without cheap(est) and error 
sensitive connectors in the lines as mostly provided with the valves. 
You also save a lot of installing time while using our connecting box and 
modules. Errors in a later stage can be solved easy. The 6 wires of the valve 
are connected by a WAGO brand levering connector, saving time and energy. 
Just push the button, stick in the wire and release the button. 
 
The cabinets we use have slides where out VA and PU modules fit in. This way, the locations of the modules 
are secured. It will be very difficult to position a module the wrong way. 
 
A part of the PCB is cut away in order to give room for the transformer on the main PCB. 
 
While the VA and/or PU modules are positioned, the fuses on the main PCB stay accessible for fast access. 
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VA modules layout 
 

        
 
                                 For CB3xx boxes                           For CB4xx boxes                          For CB5xx (3 phase) boxes 

 
 
The function of all VA-modules are identical, just PCB and Connector size/location differ. 
On all VA-modules, the valve cable can be tightened with a Tie wrap to the module. 

 
Unlike more and more installing equipment, we do not use “over intelligent” microprocessor systems with 
complicated setup procedures you’ll forget over time. There are NO expensive courses required either.  
Just connect and place the module to the box as you would assemble a fuse box and it works. 
 
Only thing you have to decide is, do you want to control a grouped VA/PU-module’s function by removing a 
single jumper. Doing so, with a blown pump/fan fuse this combined valve/pump group stays in rest, despite 
that the thermostat is active. In that case, a failure is recognised easy: the LED on the VA-module will be 
GREEN, while the PU-module LED stays OFF.  And of course, the zone will become cold…..   
 
 
 
 

These products are available at numerous sales points and in our webshop. 
 

For sales, more details, questions, special projects, etc.  :       Email 
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